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Editors Notes: Darryl Bourke
Bumper edition
Despite not having our club minutes, morning teas and events for your
reading delights, this issue has plenty in it for you. Understandably there
is a lot relating to Max de Oliver in this edition. As there should be in
recognition of this comradery, commitment and contributions to our club.
Even as a relatively new STHARC member, I have had many
conversations, phone calls and email exchanges with Max.. Visiting him
at his “shed” was another pleasure. We sure will miss you Max.
Membership
Club membership renewals are due before 1st July.

IF YOUR MEMBERSHIP LAPSES SO DOES
YOUR REGISTRATION
See Page 22 for details.
Join the committee
Because our constitution limits the terms of the President, and Vice
President, you now have the opportunity to let our secretary know of your
intension to nominate for one of the positions. Go for it!

The cover photo is of Max de Oliver’s
Moke at the 2019 Shannons Wheels.

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
3 Paterson Pde, Queanbeyan NSW 2620 Tel: 026299 4500 Fax: 026299 4200 Email printing@homesteadpress.com.au
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Presidents Report
Dear members
It is with a very heavy heart and I still cannot get over the passing of our
dear and very active member Max de Oliver. An article has been included
as a tribute from Alan Boyd elsewhere in this WHEEL. The guard of
honour formed at the cemetery driveway, by a very impressive
attendance of members, was a fitting tribute to Max. After the funeral
procession had passed, some of us drove closer to the burial site. We
could not hear the proceedings but at a signal from the funeral director
we all gave a toot, beep or honk from our cars. Our thoughts and heartfelt
feelings go out to Maree and family. The club sent flowers to Maree and
Max’s home later that week to cheer up Maree. We would have attended
the church and given Maree a hug if the situation was under normal
circumstances.
Max has gone Mokeing - bless him.

I guess you are becoming stir-crazy during these difficult times. I hope
you are all well and have found useful things to do during lockdown.
Maureen, Mother Nature, friends and the car God have found things for
me to do. Garden retaining wall, replace side gate and fence, make 60
lathe turned pens, reupholster 2 lounge chairs and replace power
steering pump in the LEXUS twice ( first reconditioned one was faulty).
President

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
3 Paterson Pde, Queanbeyan NSW 2620 Tel: 026299 4500 Fax: 026299 4200 Email printing@homesteadpress.com.au
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It now appears that restrictions on movement are being eased but this
does not mean we should become complacent. I actually think we could
go on a run - social distancing- about mid June. We will see if our Events
Director agrees.
We must all be grateful that Darryl, our editor, has had sufficient content
to put together the WHEEL for us to enjoy. Please send him a story, a
photo or two or what you have been up to under lockdown.
Cheers for now and stay safe
Joe Vavra
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GUARD OF HONOUR FOR MAX DE OLIVER
Max de Oliver's funeral Guard of Honour
by Chris Hillbrick-Boyd and Lawrie Nock
Monday 11 May 2020 Queanbeyan Lawn Cemetery

Following Lawrie Nock's extensive research to ensure STHARC kept
within the Covid 19 requirements, a fitting farewell for Max was
organised – a Guard of Honour of STHARC vehicles and members.
We woke up to a cold, clear Monday morning that progressed into a
warm, blue-sky day. By 11am there were a number of STHARC
vehicles and members lined along the cemetery road from the Cemetery
gates. Everyone maintained the social distancing rules, but were still
able to share memories of Max. As the hearse turned into the cemetery
there were up to 35 vehicles and around 50 members; in addition to our
own members, we were joined in the Guard of Honour by some of Max's
relatives. The hearse was followed by Max's blue Mini Moke “Max”
driven by a relative
with Maree Burke as passenger. The allowed
number of funeral mourners followed Max's Moke past the Guard of
Honour. Despite her grief, Maree gave an acknowledging wave to the
STHARC members and relatives who were standing at attention beside
their vehicles.
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STHARC vehicles followed the funeral procession to near where the
minister waited for the mourners and Max's coffin, and parked along the
roadway. Although we could not hear what was said, we could ascertain
what was happening. At a given signal, the STHARC members tooted
their vehicles' horns as a final farewell to a loved and respected friend and
STHARC member.

One by one the STHARC members left the cemetery, many driving past
the funeral pavilion at a slow pace in honour of Max. However, one
owner found himself stranded with a flat battery, but luckily another
member carried a charger and willingly lent it to start the car. And so we
left the family to grieve Max's passing.
We do hope Max enjoyed what we were able to do in his memory.
____________oOo____________

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
3 Paterson Pde, Queanbeyan NSW 2620 Tel: 026299 4500 Fax: 026299 4200 Email printing@homesteadpress.com.au
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STHARC Roll Call (alphabetically)
David & Alicia Arton
Keith & Janice Bateman
Graham & Alida Bell
Darryl Bourke
Allan Boyd & Chris Hillbrick-Boyd
Tony & Christine Brown
Percy Butt
Alex Carter
James Corbett
John Corbett
Ronda Cornwell
Joe Dacruz
Chris Forsey
Ros Hatch & Tracy Spratford
Jimmy & Lyn Howard
Phil James & Dana Cheeseman
John Kaczmarek
Bruce McCarron
Marshall McCarron
Russell McKinlay
Krystyna McLeish
Ray & Barbara Malam
Frank Naattuk
Albert Neuss
Lawrie & Jane Nock
Ian & Tina Oliver
Malcolm & Hazel Roxburgh
Geoff & Jeanette Rudd
Phil Selmes
Hugh Spencer & Bev Lang
Barry Stewart
Brian Thomas
John Thomas
David & Lynette Torrich-Barton
Joe & Maureen Vavra
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Max's family:
Steve Gegg, Wendy, Michelle Howard, Lani & Analise (nieces).
STHARC Club Vehicles; (oldest to newest)
1942 Chrysler
1948 Pilot “Albert”
1948 Pilot “Bonnie”
1948 Bentley Mk V1 drophead
1954 Morris Minor
1955 Ford Prefect
1958 VW Beetle
1964 EH Holden
1966 Mustang
1968 Mini Minor
1969 Jensen Interceptor
1969 Mercedes 250
1971 VW Superbug “Ringo”
1972 WY GT Falcon
1972 Rolls Royce Silver Shadow
1974 XJ6 Jaguar
1975 JGS Ford XB Coupe
1976 Triumph Dolomite
1977 HX Holden truck
1977 Toyota Corolla
1978 Mercedes 450 SLC
1979 911 Porsche
1984 BMW 323i
1986 Toyota Cressida
1986 Mazda T3500
1987 XF Falcon
280SE Mercedes
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LEYLAND VS THE GENERAL by Wayne Johnston
The Leyland side
I’ve been a quiet member of the Club for quite some years now, but
always reading with interest the stories in The Wheel. So it’s probably
time I told the story about our vehicles. The subject gives you a very
slight insight about the story, so I will start with the Leyland side. I guess
this part of the story should be called the Morris Garage’s story, because
it’s about my Club car, a 1967 Mk1 MGB.
I acquired the MG in 1976, by trading my 1968 Cooper S. I was
stationed at RAAF Base Edinburgh in SA at the time, and as a young
Pilot Officer Aircrew on P3 Orion’s, it seemed like the right thing to do.
The Cooper S had served me well for many years, but it was time to
change my image. You know, being seen driving a roadster with the top
off, the wind blowing through my hair, and enjoying my mid 20’s the way
many Aircrew had done before me. Well for quite some years I enjoyed
the ride a lot, with very few mechanical problems. For the first ten years
or so, the major repairs were just a clutch replacement, a starter motor,
universals, a new rag roof and a repaint after driving into a cow.
Unfortunately, the repair paint work that time was a bit average, so in the
late 80’s I decided to have the body properly repaired and repainted.
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Fortunately, I had been lucky enough to have visited the UK a few years
before, and went to a Leyland wrecker for a heater. The folks were kind
enough to let me take the entire heater out of an MG, and they insisted I
also buy quarter panels to the front and rear guards. The purchase of the
panels turned out to be a very good outcome, noting that I was looking to
have some really special body work done to the car. Well I took the MG
to a crash repairer just up from where we were living.
No
recommendation, the owner simply convinced me he’d done good work
before, showed my some photos and that was it. Well about three years
later, somewhat longer than the two months I’d anticipated, with every
panel meticulously repaired or replaced, then painted in deep lustre BRG
enamel, chrome work rejuvenated and the internal trim refurbished, I got
the car back for the original quote plus the cost of the trim. Thanks
George, really great work. What you see today in the photos is the look I
saw more than 30 years ago. Only issues since then have been the
usual ageing; batteries of course, a generator, brakes, water pump,
radiator and a carby rebuild. Forty four years of fun all up, and I know it
still works its charm. The photos show the car glistening as it has been
since the repaint and trimming in the late 80’s.
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The Leyland side
So now to The General. Our son Brad had just celebrated his 16th
Birthday in 1990 and having got his SA drivers licence, it was time for his
first car. Now he had become a Holden fanatic even then, so it was no
surprise when he showed me a newspaper advertisement for the sale of
a 1974 two-door Torana coupe.
There was no stopping this pursuit, and even running out of fuel on the
way home after the purchase made little difference to his enthusiasm.
Well as kids do, even though there was rego on the car, at the blink of an
eye it was in pieces in our garage. So, during the years that quickly
passed, Brad had transformed the body back to its original condition.
Yep as much as possible, the cancer had been removed and under the
close eye of a repairer, proper body repairs and good paint made for the
start of a great looking Torana. Soon the under body parts had been
restored, and black powder coating used to make the eye-pleasing
difference. A year or so later the working parts, especially the Red
Engine and Trimatic, had been beefed up and Brad started the Drag
Racing phase of this hobby. After a bunch of fun racing in South
Australia and winning the first place event trophy at Whyalla in 1995, it
was time for the next upgrade to the engine parts of the car.

Southern Tablelands Heritage Automotive Restorers Club Inc.
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Somehow, Brad had just acquired a Holden Six that had been very
successfully Drag raced in SA a few years before by Zammit Drag Racing.
Although the engine and components were disassembled, Brad convinced
me to move the entire set-up, body and all, across to Canberra where I
was living at the time. Remarkably, a day before leaving Adelaide, we
went to the ANDRA Office to tidy up race licence arrangements and when
Brad was chatting with the CEO, it was suggested that we contact the well
known Drag racer Jeff Hislop, owner of Racing Head Service in Sydney,
and have him re-build the engine for us.
Jeff performed his magic, replacing the worn working parts with the best
available, and with the true passion he was known for made this engine
the extraordinary performer it has been for the previous 20 years. Now
this was just not a red HP block with very strong internal workings. The
engine is fitted with an aluminium Duggan head, McGee manual fuel
injection, the best set of tuned extractor’s money could buy, and a bunch
of other top end ancillaries required to get the most from a methanol
fuelled Holden Six.
In fact, after the rebuild the engine Dyno output was 305 HP at the fly
wheel, and when fitted back in the car, the exhaust sound at the Drags
would bring them running to check out the great looking 40 year old
nostalgic achiever.
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Well, we raced the Torana in an unchanged configuration for nearly 20
years, but needed to replace the internals of the Banjo diff because we
were finding it hard to source axles. The beast kept breaking them. So
during 2018 we contacted another well known Drag racer, Matt Marsh
owner of Performance Street Industries near Wollongong.
Matt incorporated a ‘secret’ diff upgrade that gives the car all the reliability
and race consistency needed to take us to the winner’s podium on a more
regular basis. To that end, during the first half of 2019, we managed two
firsts and a third on three separate race days out of four race events. Not
bad for a Father and Son team that have persisted with 40 year old
technology that still brings them running for a look under the lid.
Well, after 20 years of reliability, it was time for a refresh of the engine, so
the Pandemic pause has allowed us to send the engine away for a mid
life upgrade. This time to be done by Sam Fenech, owner of West End
Performance in Campbelltown. Yep, when the engine is back there will
be years more fun with the nostalgic performer.
So to put a face to all this, the photos show the car at the 2018
Bungendore Car and Truck show, with its eye catching appearance.
Shame the photos are so quiet.
Wayne Johnston

Southern Tablelands Heritage Automotive Restorers Club Inc.
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AUTOMOTIVE TIME LINE QUIZ by John Thomas
Keeping your brain active
Just a simple quiz to keep the brain active during the current virus
lockdown.
Can you match the dates to the period. There are a few extra dates put in
just for confusion.
These are the dates to match: 1933, 1926, 1935, 1908, 1966, 1938,
1895, 1939, 1914, 1910, 1913, 1895, 1958, 1920, 1974, 1911, 1963,
1939, 2000, 1950, 1903
1.
Electronic fuel injection
2.
Ford Model T
3.
Ford Motor company set up
4.
First pneumatic tyre for cars ( Michelan)
5.
Automatic gear box (GM)
6.
Rolls Royce founded
7.
Four wheel brakes (Scottish Argyle)
8.
First seat belts (Saab)
9.
First wind screen wipers (Willys Knight)
10. First car radio installed
11. First air bags fitted to production cars (GM)
12. Electric starter (Cadillac)
13. Lamborghini founded
14. VW beetle starts production
15. First car airconditioner fitted.
No arguments will be entered into with me. If you think something is
incorrect argue with timelines in Google!
Stay safe and well.
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FAREWELL TO MAX DEOLIVER
by Allan Boyd with help from other STHARC members
It is with great sorrow we announce the passing of well-known STHARC
member Max deOliver on Monday 4 May 2020. Max and Maree Burke
have been active members of STHARC since 2003, being involved in a
variety of club positions and events since joining. Max is probably best
remembered for his involvement in STHARC events, always with Maree's
support.
Max loved vehicles particularly classic vehicles and owned a variety of
classic cars ranging from early Holdens, Commodores, Falcons, a Morris
Minor, a Daimler and, of course, his restored beloved Mini Moke. Max
carried out extensive maintenance and some full restorations of these
vehicles. Members who have participated in club events will have fond
memories of Max and his little blue Mini Moke.
Also, he had a love for old caravans and campers some of which he
restored, but to the surprise of many members took some months off in
2016 when he and Maree travelled around Australia (he dubbed Australia
“Our Big Back Yard”) in a modern caravan towed by a modern 4WD!

Southern Tablelands Heritage Automotive Restorers Club Inc.
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Whilst STHARC Events Director, Max was keen on organising several of
the longer events that took place over 3 to 4 days; to the South Coast and
another to Victoria and mid West NSW, meeting up with other historic
vehicle clubs. More recently Max was almost solely responsible for
STHARC's successful running of the 2019 Shannons Wheels event and a
significant participant in the successful running of the event again this
year.
Max had an early motoring connection with several STHARC members.
Phil Selmes and Max were involved in speedway car racing in the 1970s
through to the 80's and 90's at various local tracks. Whereas Tony Brown
first met Max in the 1980's when Tony was the proprietor of a windscreen
fitting business and Max was employed by O'Brien Glass as a windscreen
fitter, and then Max left and started his own mobile fitting business. Tony
lost contact with Max until he and Christine joined STHARC and then
Tony got to know Max more personally. It was through Max's mobile
windscreen fitting business that Albert Neuss first met Max in the 1980's.
Helping other members with their vehicles and caravans was something
Max enjoyed and willingly undertook. Max will be sadly missed by all
Club members who knew him.
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EVENT DIRECTORS REPORT by Hugh Spencer
Event Directors Report June 2020
The year that wasn't...
We started off so well with some great runs. Orroral valley, Christmas in
Burra, the Binalong museum visit, many barbeque trailer runs. We were
going well. And then we hit December and the drought and terrible
bushfires that devastated the country. Weeks of smoke and enforced
isolation indoors. The President's run cancelled.
So Wheels when it came in March was a step outside into the sun. It
was wonderful. It was all good. Or so we thought...
But the storm clouds were gathering. Stories of a vast city in China being
shut down... It couldn't happen here.
By the 9th of March we had elected already to go back into self isolation.
The Wuhan flu soon to be named COVID19 was all too real. And life
kind of stopped. The streets emptied. And we all went back to our
burrows with our toilet paper and pasta and time literally stood still...
Well as Events Director I think I can pass onto everyone from the Chief
Medical rabbit that we have all done brilliantly and the myxomatosis in
our warrens has clearly abated.
So not quite Free ! But nearly Free at last to drive our classic cars and
smell the open road again.
So like Toad's desire for the open road, my thoughts are for us to have
an inaugural STHARC run on Sunday the 12th of July on what would be
ordinarily be the Sunday after our first Tuesday of the month meeting.
Managing COVID19
Everyone must maintain social distancing and follow any
recommendations or requirements from the Government. As this is
highly contagious the situation can always change. e.g. another Ruby
Princess.
But we should be able to have a good chat and catchup. Clearly July is
some distance away and things may change. So clearly and especially if
you are in a higher risk category it is perfectly okay to just come along
for the run bring your own lunch and manage your own personal space.
And as a club we will respect that.
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Event: First Car Club run to Goulburn and Gunning
When: 12th July
Where: Meet at the hall at 9.30 for 10:00 departure
What will we be doing:
Run out through Bungendore through Tarago to Goulburn to meet at the
park in the centre of Goulburn opposite the court house. There is an
excellent cafe there called Roses and there are also other cafes such as
the Paragon. So depending on requirements we can either lunch at the
cafes or get takeaway and use the park. I will confirm details for the next
magazine. And update details on the STHARC facebook web page and
the normal STHARC web site.
After lunch, the plan is to continue on to Gunning via the old Hume
highway which is is a lovely drive and stop briefly in Gunning before
returning home through Sutton. There are a range of coffee shops and
bakeries along the route.

STHARC Facebook web page
The STHARC Facebook page has been running quite successfully now
for a couple of months. There is quite a bit of information that members
have added. Only STHARC members have access. So if you want to
have a chat or find out what is happening it's a good place to look. Just
search for STHARC and request membership and either Pam or myself
will grant access.
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AROUND THE WORLD IN 573 DAYS by Hugh
Episode 2—Bikies
As a child I had grown up living and breathing sailing. I liked cars, but
through primary school I was designing new imaginary yachts to conquer
the seas. Summers were spent sailing on Port Phillip with many solo
voyages of exploration. The ultimate voyage of course was that
undertaken by Sir Francis Chichester via Cape Horn. But the Peking to
Paris rally of 1907 was right up there in impossible grand adventures. And
wilds of Canada had really captured my imagination.
Well some years back I had finally convinced my wonderful wife of the
absolute necessity of me buying a motorcycle. A proper motorcycle. The
desire had always been there, but with a loving partner who worked at
Canberra Hospital putting crash victims back together, a motorcycle and
young children was not on. Which was fair enough. Now however the
children had grown up and I was more semi disposable so an agreement
was reached.
I had ridden bikes around our small property and even had a go trying to
round up our cows like a proper farmer. Which worked well I thought as I
focused on the cows and not the ground in front that sometime was
absent! But it was a learning experience. So, after getting my first bike, an
almost new Honda CB400 Super Four with VTEC (this basically means
very fast), failing my learners on the first go, well I hadn’t actually ever
ridden a road bike before! I paid for additional tuition and practiced lots
and got my licence with flying colours… Well I thought so anyway.
By now I had ridden a considerable distance and the Honda was so much
fun solo, but I really wanted to go places with Beverley and so after much
gentle discussion she agreed to hop on board for a very gentle ride down
our road where we live in the country. We started with a baby step.
Beverley was in control riding pillion. We rode a bit and stopped. Rode a
bit more and turned a corner. And although it wasn’t the first time,
Beverley had been pillion previously, having once hoped on the back of a
colleagues’ powerful Ducati in Toorak, she kind of liked it. But the 400 cc
Honda was simply too small for two heffalumps, it handled terribly 2 up
and braking was questionable as the front suspension dived and we
bonked heads. A much larger bike would be needed.
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It was at the Sydney Motorcycle show in 2014, as we clambered on bikes
like Goldilocks climbed into beds, that we found that most manufacturers
don’t make a comfortable bed / decent seat for comfortable pillion riding.
Two somewhat apocryphal things occurred.
Firstly we discovered the brand new Indian motorcycles which were just
being released into Australia and I thought they were beyond wonderful.
And secondly and more importantly we met Meghan. Meghan is one of
those marvellous people full of bubbles. She was also passionate about
motorcycles and had a fledgling business in France. Hire a bike there and
go riding in provincial France. Wine, camembert, c’est magnifique! What
could be better? Well we kept Meghan’s details and the seed had been
sown.
We bought a BMW. The Indian was too scary, big and awfully expensive.
And besides, the BMW R1200R classic was a better bike, especially then.
And to our mutual astonishment we went touring together. Mallacoota,
down into Victoria and we had a ball. We even dropped the big BMW in
the centre of Bairnsdale on a Saturday morning while stationary at traffic
lights! We both fell off. Beverley was very pleased. Her extremely fancy
armoured Rucka riding gear protected her perfectly and it gave us real
confidence in our gear for what was to come.
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL 2020-21
Club membership renewal is once again upon us.
IF YOUR MEMBERSHIP LAPSES SO DOES
YOUR REGISTRATION

No REGISTRATION = No Third Party Insurance
Go to (Renewal Form) on the STHARC Website and download the
form and complete both sides.
Ensure vehicle information is accurate.
1)

Print the form and give to Pam or John Corbett and pay
treasurer at a club meeting. Or

2)

Email form and direct deposit receipt to the registrar
(registrar@stharc.org.au)
STHARC account: Bendigo Bank
BSB 63000
Account 164876989
(please reference your name so we know who paid.)
Membership renewal fee of $50 is due no later than 1st July.

NO RENEWALS ACCEPTED AFTER 31ST JULY.
YOU WILL HAVE TO APPLY TO REJOIN CLUB
IF YOU SO WISH.
RENEWAL FORM MUST ACCOMPANY
PAYMENT OR RENEWAL WILL NOT BE
ACCEPTED

Southern Tablelands Heritage Automotive Restorers Club Inc.
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CHMC'S 50TH ANNIVERSARY

Council of Heritage Motor Clubs - NSW
Dear Members
As you may be aware, this year represents 50 years since the formation
of a motoring council (now known as Council of Heritage Motor Clubs
Inc.) to represent heritage motoring clubs located in country New South
Wales.
Later this year 24th and 25th October CHMC is holding a special
weekend at Raymond Terrace to celebrate this milestone, and as a
supporting club we would like to see as many of your members attend this
function as possible.
We have decided to hold our annual general meeting, (which had to be
postponed due to the covid19 pandemic) on Saturday 24th October,
followed by a 3-course gala dinner, that evening, with special guest
speaker, cartoonist Warren Brown. This promises to be a great evening
of looking back at some of the great times we have shared over the years
and the opportunity to catch up with friends who we would normally meet
at our annual rally. For those who would like to stay a bit longer, a rally to
places of interest in the area has been arranged for Sunday 25th
(including a BBQ lunch provided free by Maitland Classic Motor
Association).
The meeting and dinner will be held at the Motto Farm Motel at Raymond
Terrace where rooms have been reserved ($150 per night including a full
breakfast). Please make your own bookings by phoning 49871211.
I know of one club who are intending to add a few days to their stay and
have a good look around the Hunter, including some of the great wineries
in the area.
I look forward to seeing you then
Ray Ives
President CHMC

STHARC Note: Please see Lawrie for
an attendance form that CHMC require
to obtain numbers for catering purposes.
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TRIBUTE POEM TO MAX by Joe Vavra
At the end of the Day
I speak about Max here, I trust, to him a fitting verse,
Of family, friends, sayings and interests diverse.
A fitting picture of his life I wish to here convey.
I trust well received “At the end of the Day”.
He was an honest mate, a friend, not leading one astray.
At the end of each sentence was often heard uttered a “Hey!”.
Stories of his rIch life, to listen to was nice.
A lesson, an experience or advice at no price.
Love for his family was a two way street.
A more nicer lot you could ever care to meet.
Awesome Poppy to his grandkids, him they’ll surely miss.
Each time that they would visit, to Max was just bliss.

STHARC his car club and members he would always support.
Car tales, experiences, travels and
“a Long Story Short”
He enjoyed organising weekend trips or a run to the Bay.
Wherever he took us we were sure to have fun. Hey!

Southern Tablelands Heritage Automotive Restorers Club Inc.

He loved collecting all, from mowers, radios and cars.
Time spent restoring and collecting but avoiding the bars.
Hot Rod, Holden, Ford, Dodge, BMC and more, thats no joke
But “At the end of the Day” Max’s favourite was his blue Moke.
Maree and Max loved Caravanning and travelled the big block.
Gone for months, worried they wouldn’t return to the flock.
Max loved old vans too, a restored one was on its way,
Time and other interests “that’s a Story for Another Day”
An incredibly broad network of community fiends he had.
Well known around Queanbeyan and a respected lad.
From the Mayor to the tradesmen they knew him well
Sure if you asked them they’d all say he was swell.
Max we mourn you’re passing but celebrate having known you.
We are richer for the experience, because you were true blue.
“A Long Story Short” and “At the End of the Day”
God Bless you and Keep you, Max. And Thank you “Hey!”
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GRATITUDE from Nicole, Maree and family
On behalf of the whole family we would like to send our gratitude to all of
the people that came to farewell Max. We couldn't of asked for a better
send off and are sure Max would have been delighted with the turnout!
Words cannot express how truly thankful we are, it meant the world to us
that you were all there.
We all managed to keep it together until we drove through the guard of
honour.
Thank you from the bottom of our hearts for organising this for us and for
Max!
Yours sincerely,
Nicole, Maree and family

Photo above of Wayne’s 1967 Mk1 MGB. Ref article starting on page 10.

The “hidden” answers to the John Thomas Quiz on page 15.
1=1966 ,2=1908,3=1903, 4=1895, 5=1939, 6=1949, 7=1910, 8=1958,
9=1920, 10=1933, 11=1974, 12=1911, 13=1911, 14=1938, 15=1926

Southern Tablelands Heritage Automotive Restorers Club Inc.

Seiffert Automotive

All types of mechanical work done to most
makes and models of vehicles.
Authorised Inspection Station NSW & ACT.

Albert & Andrew Neuss
8 Endurance Ave Queanbeyan
02 6297 6225
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Southern Tablelands Heritage Automotive Restorers
Club Inc, P O Box 1420 Queanbeyan NSW 2620
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